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CTECH AWARDED
CANADA’S 50 BEST

MANAGED IT COMPANIES
FOR 2020

CTECH Consulting Group Inc. has won 
Canada's 50 Best Managed IT Companies Award.

CALGARY, AB - As a part of Canada's leading business awards program, this award recognizes excellence in private Canadian-owned companies. 
Every year, hundreds of companies go through a rigorous application process, but only the best are awarded this prestigious title.

This honor is reserved for IT companies that put forth the best business practices. According to the award's foundation, it means that "you make the 
dicult choices and right decisions to future-proof your business. We think it also means that you take great pride in the company that you have built."

The CTECH team taThe CTECH team takes pride in growing Canadian businesses and keeping them secure. They treat every customer as if they were their only customer. 
Just one of CTECH's remarkable assets is that they know Calgary, and they know 11; which makes for a win-win situation. CTECH has gained this award 
(and many others) by providing businesses with a range of unbeatable service benets:

    Works with you to create an IT plan: Strategic planning reduces any unexpected surprises and ensures that your system stays 
    effective and responsive as your business grows.

    Proactive system maintenance: Each month, their staff invests the time to cover dozens of system checks per server to stop 
        problems before they occur.
    
    Provides unlimited 24-hour IT support: Maximum uptime keeps your staff continuously productive, keeps the revenue owing, 
    and ultimately, grows your business/staff

    Builds a solid and supportable network: If downtime occurs, they'll call upon your hardware/software vendors to x it.

    Deploys a proprietary monitoring system: If a potential issue arises, their system will automatically apply the x or notify their 
    remote team to take immediate action.

FFor more information, get in touch with the CTECH team today at (403) 457-1478 or info@ctechgroup.net.
 

ABOUT CTECH CONSULTING GROUP INC.

CTECH has been proudly serving Calgary businesses for more than a decade. Their focus has always been 
strategizing with clients to support business needs, fulll business goals, and optimize IT in a way that ensures 
business-owners remain competitive in the marketplace. CTECH employs a proactive approach to IT management, 
taking charge of technology to ensure it is constantly running eciently. Their team of experts is available 24/7 to 
handle ahandle any issues that may arise as quickly as possible.


